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Since its creation in 1982, Biens company produces and sales in exclusivity Kango chairs. We offer a 
range of more than 1000 products, matching specific requirements in industrial or medical environments. 

We have very stringent quality requirements at various levels, from materials selection and production process to ro-
bustness, ergonomics, and design. Kango chairs are designed to be resistant and long-lasting.

The choice of a working chair in workshops or laboratories is done according to specific criteria corresponding to the 
environment where they are going to be used. As a recognized specialist in ergonomy, we advice customers to find the 
idoneous product. We develop new products and improve our current range according to the market’s expectations. 

Further to our multilingual sales force offering advice on ergonomy, we have a useful website, on which you can find the 
idoneous chair according to your worstation specificities. Thanks to the availibility of our products, we can guarantee a 
shipment within 48 hours worldwide. As a manufacturer, our technical team handles aftersales and our reactive design 
office allows us to reply to our customers’ specific requests, developing suited products. 

Creating and innovating are the leitmotiv of our design office. We pay particular attention not only to the high technicity 
and ergonomy but also to the design of our range.

Among all chairs, stools and stand up seats, we are the exclusive inventor and manufacturer of the real stand up seat 
on the market, a product that we patented. Since 2012, we offer as well the Koncept range, with auto adaptive seats, 
which is a real revolution in ergonomy.

The key of our worldwide success is based on the quality of our products to satisfy all our customers’ needs, a 
reactive design office, useful sales tools, efficient sales team. As a result, we realize more than 50 % of our tur-
nover abroad.
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HOW TO CHOOSE THE BEST CHAIR

MOVEMENT NORMAL POSTURE
FORWARD-LEANING

 POSTURE
UPRIGHT POSTURE

Handling
Koncept / Stool / Semi stand-up 

seat / chair
Koncept / Semi stand-up seat / Asynchro-

nous chair
Stand-up seat

Rotating movement
Koncept / Stool / Semi stand-up 

seat / chair
Koncept / Semi stand-up seat / Asynchro-

nous chair
-

Precision work Asynchronous chair Asynchronous chair Stand-up seat

Alternately upright / seated 
Koncept / Semi stand-up seat / 
Stand-up seat / Stand up seat

Koncept / Semi stand-up seat Stand-up seat

Significant forces Koncept / Semi stand-up seat Koncept / Semi stand-up seat Stand-up seat

HEIGHT OF WORKSTATION RECOMMENDED COLUMN TYPE DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF COLUMN

> 1 000 mm Very high model Large adjustment range (240 mm)

> 800 mm High model Large adjustment range (240 mm)

> 600 mm and < 900 mm Intermediate model Base fitted on casters complying with DIN 68877 standard

< 800 mm Low model Base fitted on casters complying with DIN 68877 standard

ENVIRONMENT HOT DAMP DUST CHEMICALS 
FLAMES/ 
SPARKS

GREASE TOOLS
ELECTRONIC 

CIRCUITS
/ STERILE

RECOMMENDED 
FINISH

Fabric Polyolefin Vinyl Polyurethane Polyurethane Wooden Wooden
ESD 

Polyurethane

Polyurethane Wooden Polyurethane Polyurethane Polyolefin

Polyurethane

FLOOR TYPE
EVEN, HARD 

(CONCRETE, TILES, ETC.)

EVEN, SOFT
(CARPET,

ETC.)
UNEVEN & HARD

UNEVEN & SOFT
SMOOTH

FLOOR ASPECT Smooth Rough Abrasive Carpet Obstacles
Tiles with 
grouting 

Chippings, 
wires

Worn plastic Gratings

GROUND 
CONNECTION

Casters
with flexible

rubber

Casters
with flexible

rubber

Nylon
casters

Nylon
casters

Pad
Casters with 

flexible
rubber

Nylon 
casters

Casters with
flexible 
rubber

Pad
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THE WORKING CHAIR IS A TOOL

Many staff perform tasks which require them to be particularly attentive for long periods of time. Whether standing or 
sitting, uncomfortable postures or muscular fatigue can adversely affect fine motor skills and concentration and exert 
a continual stress on the spine. Indeed, back problems are one of the leading causes of lost time.

However, sitting for long periods can in itself be a constraint, and may have adverse medium-term effects, if a person 
cannot work in a comfortable seated position and change their posture regularly. Changing sitting positions is impor-
tant to promote blood flow and avoid fatigue in the legs and lumbar region. It also encourages the flow of nutrients in 
intervertebral discs.

We are well aware that it is not always easy to find a balance between comfort and optimal efficiency at the workplace. 
Seat heights and support positions vary widely with each person’s morphology (height, weight, etc.) and depend on 
the type of work performed. For this reason workers often consider their seats as belonging to them. 

In addition, each seat must be perfectly suited to the intended work situation. Every Kango seat has mechanical sys-
tems enabling it to be adjusted exactly to the type of work and the needs of individual users. 

Particular attention should therefore be paid to choosing work seats, which are longterm investments that see conti-
nuous use. 

The first step is to determine the most appropriate position for the type of work to be performed, then select the seat 
which best suits this position.  

 
 The following key questions need to be asked :

     n  Do staff need to get up regularly ? If so, how often ?

     n  How much effort do they exert (weight of objects handled, forces exerted) ?

     n  Is legroom available under the work surface ?

     n  Is there a footrest under the work surface ?

     n  How high is the work surface ? The height should be adjusted so as the employee’s hands are at the 
       same height as their elbows, i.e. their forearms are horizontal.

 
Work stations, particularly in workshops, are often subject to sources of dirt including oils, grease, solvents, dust and 
sprays. Other environments such as clean rooms, food processing facilities and laboratories have very stringent hy-
giene constraints.

We offer a variety of materials, bases, and mechanisms as well as special products such as ESD and stainless steel, 
to suit even the most stringent and varied requirements and environmental constraints.
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We believe that every workstation in every business sector de-
serves comfortable posture. Not to mention that the well-being 
linked to it increases productivity, setting free the user from any 
physical or psychologi cal discomfort. 

By developping Koncept, we wanted to offer products with a 
new design combined with an incomparable comfort, due to an 
easy use and ergonomical qualities.

We developped it in close partnership with a company spe-
cialized in human motion metrology and famous designers. 
The result is a system which is autoadaptive to movements and 
user’s morphology due to a mobile and deformable seat, slightly 
tilted forward and fitted on silent blocks.

Whatever the business sector and the task, sitting properly will 
no lon ger be a privilege. The Koncept seat will inevitably surprise 
the users : from first contact to intensive use, the benefits will be 
there, providing unequaled comfort in the long run. The Koncept 
seat is also very easy to use, ensuring perfect posture in any 
situation. Koncept defines a new notion of comfort, ergonomy 
and productivity on the workstation.

Koncept is adjustable in height with a gas-lift column, which is the 
only manual adjustment, all the other adjustments being intuitive, in 
order to have a seat very easy to use. The inclination of the seat 
helps to concentrate supports on the ischiums, which is the ana-
tomical region assigned to this function. The orientation of the seat 
also facilitates an upright posture and minimizes spinal stress. The 
center of gravity moves back to focus support under the pelvis and 
enables a more ergonomic posture. 

On a work seat, the backrest is only slightly used, or misused. In 
the lat ter case, it will become your worst enemy. For this reason, 
Koncept is not equipped with a standard back: it is equipped with 
a lumbar support, which aims to help you find the perfect posture 
immediately. 

WHEN INNOVATION BECOMES
REVOLUTION

ERGONOMICS ENTERS 
   A NEW ERA...
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Nobody has a perfectly symmetric morphology. This is why a 
majority of people have back problems, sometimes with a feeling 
of heavy legs. The answer to this problem can be found in the 
main features of the Koncept seat. 

Above all, a good working position is a dynamic posture, making 
it possible to move, because moving ensures good bloodstream. 
The features of the seat help to rebalance the body naturally and 
improve blood flow in the legs: it consists of a short seat ing tilted 
forward, split into two parts, based on silent-blocks forming a 
triangle. 

The Koncept seat has a great deformation capacity which pro-
vides better distribution of pressure when moving : for in stance, 
when pressing a pedal, tests have shown that the difference in 
pressure between each leg decreases of 82% compared to a 
traditional seat, and the pressure under the thigh which controls 
the pedal is reduced by 49%.
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PRESSURE TESTS
STANDARD SEAT

PRESSURE TESTS
KONCEPT SEAT 
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n HOW TO USE IT :

The Koncept range was designed to meet all requirements of use 
and working environments. 
We set ambitious specifications: adapt to different sectors such 
as industry, laboratories, retail or services, and always providing 
optimal ergonomics expected in each of these environments and 
related workstations.

To	meet	 this	 challenge,	we	have	developped	 the	Koncept	
as	a	full	range	of	48	models,	from	the	start	and	with	further	
evolutions	to	come.	

The Koncept range was developped in close partnership 
with a company spe cialized in human motion metrology. 
Many tests were carried out with different types of seating, 
people, movements and postures, based on the technolo-
gy of motion capture. They helped to highlight the benefits 
of the Koncept seat on posture, and more specifically on 
the behavior of the vertebral rachis. 

A - Adjustable in height
B - Adjustable in depth

B

A



Polyurethane versions are equipped with a flexible seat whose complex geometry 

has a 40mm minimum thickness. Associated with the specific ergonomical quali-

ties of the Koncept chair, the result is an exceptional seat comfort.

POLYURETHANE KONCEPT

1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

E ESD

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

K Koncept

4 MECHANISM

9
Silent-bloc 
(Koncept range)

5 VERSION

0 without lumbar support

1 with lumbar support

2 316L stainless steel

4
316L stainless steel 
with lumbar support

7 Foot control

6 COLUMN

N Black gas lift column

G
Chromed black gas lift 
column

V
316L stainless steel 
column with internal 
screw

7 HEIGHT

H High

B Low

C Very low

P
Specific with foot 
control

8 BASE

D Black long steel 

L Chromed long

X 316L stainless steel

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

H High pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

X Stainless steel pads

E Antistatic pads

N Antistatic casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

4 316L stainless steel

12 COLOR

905 Black

7 ? K 9 ? ? ? ? ? 0 ? 9 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES

n Resists to sharp tools, sparks, weak acids and hydrocarbons

n Easy to clean

n Does not overheat or cause perspiration

n Adapted to all environments (medical, industrial, services).
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7NK 91NBDU 00 905 7NK 90NHDP 00 905

7NK 94VHXX 04 905

7NK 91NHDP 01 905
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Wooden versions are offered with a multi-ply beech wood with a 9mm thickness 

(12mm on the lumbar support) offering the same deforming properties as the po-

lyurethane versions.

WOODEN KONCEPT

1 MATERIAL

5 Wood

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

K Koncept

4 MECHANISM

9
Silent-bloc 
(Koncept range)

5 VERSION

0 Without lumbar support

1 With lumbar support

7 Foot control

6 COLUMN

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

H High

B Low

8 BASE

D Black long steel 

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

H High pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

12 COLOR

905 Black

5 N K 9 ? N ? D ? 0 ? 9 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Anti skid black varnish

n Sturdiness

n Comfortable

n Suits to all uses in industrial environment

5NK 91NBDP 00 905 5NK 90NHDP 01 905 5NK 90NBDR 00 905

5NK 91NHDP 01 905



Kango created the stand up seat for all workstations where a normal chair cannot 

be used. This Kango patented product optimizes the comfort to a 4 hour standing 

workstation, avoiding back and leg aches, due to a long standing position.

POLYURETHANE STAND UP SEAT

Semicircular steel base covered in 
a PVC, plastic based satin coating
(Dimension : L 490 x D 330 mm) 

Adjustment in height thanks to 
the tilted and not rotating gas lift 
column with shock absorber

Flexible polyurethane foam 
seat offering an optimal 
comfort

Incorporated carry handle for easy 
displacement

1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

K Special stand up seat

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

A Special stand up seat

4 MECHANISM

8 Stand up seat

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

2 316L Stainless steel

6 COLUMN

X
Chromed non rotating 
gas lift column

Y
Black non rotating gas 
lift column

F
F 316L stainless steel  
with a pin

7 HEIGHT

H High (chromed or black)

X High (stainless steel)

8 BASE

F Horseshoe

Y Stainless steel 
horseshoe

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

0 No pads nor casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

12 COLOR

512 Blue « roy »

905 Black

7 K A 8 ? ? ? ? 0 0 0 ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

  t    n HOW TO USE IT :

For the ideal position, legs should be stretched out with the seat placed just 
underneath the buttocks. By following these guidelines, the users will enjoy a 
high level of upper body support and relaxation. 

This position also prevents the stool or the user’s feet from slipping. 

As with all workstation furniture, the users must find their most comfortable 
position in order to fully benefit from the relaxing effects obtained when used 
correctly.

7KA 80YHFO 00 905 7KA 82FXYO 00 905

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Ergonomical concept eliminating fatigue due to the weight of the body in 
  a standing position 

n Very stable and occupies little space so that the user can easily move 

n Available in a stainless steel version (column with mechanical adjustment).

n Adjustable in height from 630 to 980mm

7KA 80XHFO 00 512
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7NA 20NHNP 00 905

7NS 20GHJU 00 905

STAND UP SEAT WITH TRIANGULAR BASE WITH 5 BRANCH BASE

1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

A Stand up seat

S Saddle seat

4 MECHANISM

2 Semi stand up seat

8 Stand up seat

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

7 Foot control

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

N Black gas lift column

Z Without column

7 HEIGHT

H High (chromed or 
black)

Z Without column

8 BASE

J Chromed short

N Polyamide short 

S Specific (triangular base)

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with 
chrome ring

12 COLOR

905 Black

7 N ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 0 ? 9 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

7NA 80ZZSP 00 905

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Tilting and rotating polyurethane seat, with automatically return to the 
  centre

n Triangular steel epoxy painted base, fitted with non-slip pads

n Adjustable seat in height between 600 to 840mm

n Easy displacement, reduced weight and volume

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Chromed or polyamid 5 branch base 

n Articulated nylon pads, nylon casters or casters with flexible rubber for a 
  better grip on hard floors 

n Height adjustable seat thanks to a chromed or black gas lift column, with       
  shock absorber

n Adjustment between 410 to 780mm. 130 and 240mm strokes

n Ergonomical seat with incorporated handle or saddle seat for an optimal 
  mobility

7NA 20GHJP 00 905
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The asynchronous mechanism allows the use to tilt the seat and backrest simul-

taneously or independently by a single control lever. The chairs equipped with 

this mechanism suit very precisely to all working position and offer incomparable 

ergonomy and comfort. This mechanism provides an excellent lumbar support 

whatever the working position.

POLYURETHANE ASYNCHRONOUS CHAIR

Seat and backrest in soft poly-
urethane foam, available in black 
and blue, offering an optimal com-
fort (4cm thickness)

1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

G New PU range

4 MECHANISM

4 Asynchronous chair

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

7 HEIGHT

H High

D Intermediate

B Low

8 BASE

L Chromed long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

12 COLOR

512 Blue « roy »

905 Black

7 N G 4 0 G ? L ? 0 ? ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

7NG 40GBLR 00 905 7NG 40GHLP 00 905

7NG 40GBLP 00 512

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm diameter, on articulated glides or 
  casters

n Height adjustment seat by gas lift column, with shock absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 420 to 800mm. 130 and 
    240mm strokes 

n Flexible polyurethane resists to sharp tools, sparks, weak acids and 
  hydrocarbons
n Does not overheat or cause perspiration 
  Easy clean using common household products

7NG 40GHLP 01 512 Adjustment by tilting seat and backrest 
simultaneously or independently by a single 
control lever. 

Available one-piece alu-
minium height-adjustable 
footrest with tightening 
knob on peripheral 
support
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Seat and backrest in grey or blue 
fabric, or black vinyl, on high den-
sity foam with protective casing.

Available one-piece alu-
minium height-adjustable 
footrest with tightening 
knob on peripheral 
support.

FABRIC/VINYL ASYNCHRONOUS CHAIR

1 MATERIAL

4 Vinyl

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

4 Asynchronous chair

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

7 HEIGHT

H High

D Intermediate

B Low

8 BASE

L Chromed long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

12 COLOR

505 Dark blue

705 Dark grey

905 Black

? N N 4 0 G ? L ? 0 ? ? 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Adjustment by tilting seat and backrest simultaneously or independently 
  by a single control lever

n Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm diameter, on articulated glides or 
  casters

n Height adjustment seat by chromed gas lift column, with shock absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 410 to 790mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

4NN 40GHLP 01 905

  t    n HOW TO USE IT :

The asynchronous mechanism suits perfectly to precision work, for a forward 
leaning position.

The forward tilted seat ensures a good bloodstream in legs and the backrest 
provides an excellent support in the selected position. 

You will find the ideal position intuitively, by lifting up the level and tilting the 
seat and backrest.

To lock the selected position, push the level down.

4NN 40GBLR 00 905

6NN 40GHLP 01 505

6NN 40GDLP 00 505

6NN 40GHLP 01 705
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1 MATERIAL

4 Vinyl

2 FINISH

D Diabolo club

G Ginkgo

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

L Wide

4 MECHANISM

4 Asynchronous chair

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G Chromed gas lift 
column

7 HEIGHT

H High

D Intermediate

B Low

8 BASE

L Chromed long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

3
Armrests adjustable in 
height and depth

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

12 COLOR

505 Cobalt blue

705 Elephant grey

905 Black

4 ? L 4 0 G ? L ? ? ? ? 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

The asynchronous mechanism allows the use to tilt the seat and backrest simul-

taneously or independently by a single control lever. The chairs equipped with this 

mechanism suit very precisely to all working position and offer an incomparable 

ergonomy and comfort. This mechanism provides an excellent lumbar support 

whatever the working position.

WIDE VINYL ASYNCHRONOUS CHAIR

Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm 
diameter, on articulated glides or 
casters

Available polyamid armrests adjus-
table in height and depth

Flexible seat and 
backrest with a 
smooth surface, and 
easy to clean

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Adjustment by tilting seat and backrest simultaneously or independently 
  by a single control lever

n Height adjustment seat by chromed gas lift column, with shock absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 410 to 790mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

n Available one-piece aluminium height-adjustable footrest with tightening  
  knob on peripheral support

n Wide seat and high backrest in M1 vinyl, in grey or blue, on high density 
  polyether foam

4DL 40GHLP 31 705

4DL 40GBLP 00 705

4DL 40GHLP 01 505

4DL 40GBLR 30 505
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WIDE FABRIC ASYNCHRONOUS CHAIR

1 MATERIAL

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

X XTreme or Madrid

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

L Wide

4 MECHANISM

4 Asynchronous chair

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

7 HEIGHT

H High

D Intermediate

B Low

8 BASE

L Chromed long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

3
Armrests adjustable in 
height and depth

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

12 COLOR

505 Dark blue

905 Black

6 X L 4 0 G ? L ? ? ? ? 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

  t    n HOW TO USE IT :

The asynchronous mechanism suits perfectly to precision work, for a forward 
leaning position.

The forward tilted seat ensures a good bloodstream in legs and the backrest 
provides an excellent support in the selected position.

You will find the ideal position intuitively, by lifting up the level and tilting the 
seat and backrest.

To lock the selected position, push the level down.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Adjustment by tilting seat and backrest simultaneously or independently 
  by a single control lever 

n Height adjustment seat by chromed gas lift column, with shock absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 410 to 790mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes 

n Wide seat and high backrest in M1 fabric, available in black or blue, on 
  high density polyether foam

Available polyamid armrests adjus-
table in height and depth

Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm 
diameter, on articulated glides or 
casters

Available one-piece 
aluminium height ad-
justable footrest with 
tightening knob on 
peripheral support

6XL 40GHLP 31 505

6XL 40GBLR 00 905 6XL 40GHLP 01 905

6XL 40GBLU 00 505
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1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

G New PU range

4 MECHANISM

3 Adjustable chair

5 VERSION

5 Variant 3

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

T Very high (chromed)

H High (chromed or black)

D  Intermediate (chromed)

B Low  (chromed or black)

8 BASE

L Chromed long

P Polyamide long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with chro-
med ring

12 COLOR

512 Blue « roy »

905 Black

7 N G 3 5 ? ? ? ? 0 ? ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

POLYURETHANE ADJUSTABLE CHAIR

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Articulated nylon pads or casters  

n Height adjustment seat by chromed or black gas lift column, with shock 
  absorber

n 4 available heights, for adjustments between 410 to 970mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

n Articulated backrest in height and depth

n Available polyamid footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height  

n Black or blue flexible polyurethane foam seat and backrest, offering opti-
  mal comfort (4cm thickness)

n Does not overheat or cause perspiration
  Easy to clean using common household products

Chromed 5 branch 
base, 590mm dia-
meter or polyamid 5 
branch base, 600mm 
diameter, on articula-
ted glides or casters

Flexible polyurethane resists to 
sharp tools, sparks, weak acids 
and hydrocarbons

7NG 35GHLP 02 905

7NG 35NHPP 02 905

7NG 35GDLR 02 512

7NG 35GBLR 00 905

7NG 35NBPU 00 512
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1 MATERIAL

5 Wood

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

3 Adjustable chair

5 VERSION

5 Variant 3

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

T Very high (chromed)

H High (chromed or black)

D  Intermediate (chromed)

B Low  (chromed or black)

8 BASE

L Chromed long 

P Polyamide long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with 
chromed ring

12 COLOR

000 No colour

5 N N 3 5 ? ? ? ? 0 ? 0 0 0

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

WOODEN ADJUSTABLE CHAIR

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES  : 

n Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm diameter or polyamid 5 branch base, 
  600mm diameter

n Articulated nylon pads or casters

n Height adjustment seat by chromed or black gas lift column, with shock 
  absorber

n 4 available heights, for adjustments between 370 to 930mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

n Available polyamid footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height

n Multi-ply varnished beech wood seat and backrest, 10mm thickness

n Articulated backrest in height and depth

n Ecological and easy to clean

5NN 35GHLP 02 000

5NN 35NHPP 00 000

5NN 35GBLR 00 000

5NN 35NBPR 00 000

5NN 35NHPP 02 000
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

1 MATERIAL

4 Vinyl

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

3 Adjustable chair

5 VERSION

5 Variant 3

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

T Very high (chromed)

H High (chromed or black)

D  Intermediate (chromed)

B Low (chromed or black)

8 BASE

L Chromed long

P Polyamide long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with 
chromed ring

12 COLOR

505 Dark blue

705 Dark grey

905 Black

? N N 3 5 ? ? ? ? 0 ? ? 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

FABRIC/VINYL ADJUSTABLE CHAIR

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm diameter or polyamid 5 branch base, 
  600mm diameter 

n Articulated nylon pads or casters  

n Height adjustment seat by chromed or black gas lift column, with shock 
  absorber

n 4 available heights, for adjustments between 400 to 960mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

n Available polyamid footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height  

n Seat and backrest, available in blue or grey fabric, or black vinyl, on high 
  density foam with protective casing

n Articulated backrest adjustable in height and depth

6NN 35GBLR 00 705

6NN 35GHLP 02 505

6NN 35NHPP 02 705

4NN 35NBPR 00 905
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1 MATERIAL

4 Vinyl

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

X Xtreme or Madrid

D Diabolo club

G Ginkgo

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

L Wide

4 MECHANISM

3 Adjustable chair

5 VERSION

1 Variant 1

6 COLUMN

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

H High

B Low

8 BASE

P Polyamide long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with 
chromed ring

12 COLOR

505 Dark/Cobalt blue

705 Dark/Elephant grey

905 Black

? ? L 3 1 N ? ? ? 0 ? ? ? 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

WIDE FABRIC/VINYL ADJUSTABLE CHAIR

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Polyamid 5 branch base, 600mm diameter

n Articulated nylon pads or casters 

n Height adjustment seat by black gas lift column, with shock absorber

n 2 available heights, for adjustments between 430 to 810mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

n Available polyamid footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height

n Wide seat and high backrest, available in black or blue M1 fabric, or in 
  grey or blue M1 vinyl, on high density polyether foam

n Articulated backrest adjustable in height and depth

4DL 31NHPR 02 705

4DL 31NBPP 00 505 6XL 31NHPP 02 505 6XL 31NBPR 00 905
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

G New PU range

4 MECHANISM

2 Semi stand up seat

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

H High (chromed or black)

D Intermediate (chromed)

B Low  (chromed or black)

8 BASE

L Chromed long 

J Chromed short

N Polyamide short

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with
chromed ring

12 COLOR

512 Blue « roy »

905 Black

7 N G 2 0 ? ? ? ? 0 ? ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

POLYURETHANE SEMI STAND UP SEAT

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Chromed 5 branch base, 550 or 590mm diameter, or polyamid 5 branch 
  base, 550mm diameter

n Articulated nylon pads. Casters available on low references  

n Height adjustment seat by chromed or black gas lift column, with shock 
  absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 410 to 820mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

n Available polyamid footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height  

n Black or blue flexible polyurethane foam seat, tilted forward

7NG 20GHLP 00 905 7NG 20NHNP 02 512 7NG 20NBNP 00 905 7NG 20GBLR 00 512
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1 MATERIAL

4 Vinyl

5 Wood

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

2 Semi stand up seat

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

H High (chromed or black)

D Intermediate (chromed)

B Low  (chromed or black)

8 BASE

L Chromed long 

J Chromed short

N Polyamide short

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with
chromed ring

12 COLOR

505 Dark blue

705 Dark grey

905 Black

000 No colour

? N G 2 0 ? ? ? ? 0 ? ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

WOODEN/FABRIC/VINYL SEMI STAND UP SEAT

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Chromed 5 branch base, 550 or 590mm diameter, or polyamid 5 branch 
  base, 550mm diameter

n Articulated nylon pads. Casters available on low references  

n Height adjustment seat by chromed or black gas lift column, with shock 
  absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 370 to 810mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes

n Available polyamid footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height

n Multi-ply varnished beech wood, or grey and blue fabric or black vinyl 
  seat, tilted forward

5NN 20GHLP 00 000

6NN 20NBNR 00 505

6NN 20NHNP 02 705 4NN 20GBLR 00 905

4NN 20NHNP 00 905
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

1 MATERIAL

4 Vinyl

5 Wood

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

1 Stool

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

N Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

H High (chromed or black)

D Intermediate (chromed)

B Low  (chromed or black)

8 BASE

J Chromed short

N Polyamide short

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with
chromed ring

12 COLOR

905 Black

000 No colour

? N N 1 0 ? ? ? ? 0 ? ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

POLYURETHANE/VINYL/WOODEN STOOL

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :

n Chromed 5 branch base, 550 or 590mm diameter, or polyamide 5 branch 
 base, 550mm diameter

n Articulated nylon pads. Casters available on low references

n Height adjustment seat by chromed or black gas lift column, with shock  
  absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 370 to 810mm. 130 and 
  240mm strokes 

n Available polyamide footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height

n Multi-ply varnished beech wood, or grey and blue fabric or black vinyl  
  seat, tilted forward

5NN 10NHNR 00 000

4NN 10NHNP 00 905 5NN 10GBJR 00 000

7NN 10GBJV 00 905

7NN 10GHJP 02 905
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1 MATERIAL

4 Vinyl

2 FINISH

G Ginkgo

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

N Normal/Standard

M
Round seat with 
backrest

4 MECHANISM

1 Stool

3 Stool with backrest

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

4 Variant 2

7 Foot control

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

7 HEIGHT

H High 

B Low

P Specific for foot control

8 BASE

J Chromed short

L Chromed long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

P Standard pads

H High pads

R Standard casters

V
Braked vacuum 
casters

C
Locked under load 
casters

U
Casters with soft 
rubber tread

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Comfort vinyl seat

9 Eco vinyl seat

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

2
Polyamide with
chromed ring

12 COLOR

905 Black

737 Grey souris

4 G ? ? ? G ? ? ? ? ? ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

COMFORT AND ECO VINYL STOOL

This range of stools is well adapted to medical environments as it provides  excel-

lent comfort thanks to a 60mm thickness (30mm on eco versions). It can be equip-

ped with an adjustable backrest and a foot control system for perfect hygiene as 

the user does not need to use his hands to adjust the seat.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Chromed or polyamid 5 branch base, 550 or 590 mm diameter

n Articulated nylon pads or casters 

n Height adjustment seat by chromed gas lift column, with shock absorber

n 3 available heights, for adjustments between 420 to 870mm. Strokes of 
  100 and 240mm

n Available polyamid footring with chromed branches, adjustable in height

n Available height adjustment by foot control

n Black Ginkgo vinyl seat with 60mm thickness, or grey with a 30mm 
  thickness

4GM 34GHLP 92 737

4GN 10GHJR 02 905

4GM 34GHLP 02 905 4GN 17GPJH 00 905

4GN 10GBJR 90 737



	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

1 MATERIAL

3 Polyolefine

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

K Special stand up seat

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

A Stand up seat

G New PU range

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

1 Stool

2 Semi stand up seat

3 Adjustable chair

8 Stand up seat

5 VERSION

2  316L Stainless steel

6 COLUMN

F
316L stainless steel  
with a pin

V
 316L stainless steel 
with internal screw

7 HEIGHT

H High 

8 BASE

X 316L Stainless steel

Y
Coated stainless steel 
horseshoe

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

X Stainless steel pads

O  No pads nor casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

4 Stainless steel

12 COLOR

512 Blue roy

905 Black

000 No colour

? ? ? ? 2 ? ? ? ? 0 ? ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

316L STAINLESS STEEL RANGE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n 316L stainless steel base with glides

n Entire stainless steel column with adjustment thanks to a screw located 
  inside the column (by a pin on ref 7KA 82FXYO)

n Height adjustable seat between 500 to 750mm (from 710 to 990mm on 
  stand up seat)

n Available stainless steel footring

n Black or blue flexible polyurethane foam seat (4cm thickness) or in 
  polyolefin, very robust, white transparent (tilted forward on ref 3NN 22 and 
  7NG 22)

n Flexible polyurethane resists to sharp tools, sparks, weak acids and 
  hydrocarbons
n Polyolefin can be washed with hosepipe

n Materials washable with common household products

3NN 32VHXX 04 000

7NG 22VHXX 00 000

7NN 12VHXX 04 905

3NN 22VHXX 00 000

7NG 32VHXX 04 512 7KA 82FXYO 00 905

EXCEPT KONCEPT RANGE

24
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1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

A Stand up seat

G New PU range

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

1 Stool

2 Semi stand up seat

5 VERSION

3 304 Stainless steel

6 COLUMN

S
304 stainless steel with 
mechanical adjustment

7 HEIGHT

B Low

H High

8 BASE

R 304 stainless steel

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

X Stainless steel pads

Y Stainless steel casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

12 COLOR

512 Blue roy

905 Black

7 N ? ? 3 S ? R ? 0 0 ? ? ?

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Especially created for food industry and laboratories.

304 STAINLESS STEEL RANGE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :   + 

n 304 stainless steel base with glides or casters

n Stainless telescopic column with mechanical locking 

n Height adjustable seat between 500 to 750mm

n 2 available heights, with 150mm stroke

7NG 23SHRX 00 905

7NN 13SBRX 00 905

7NG 23SBRY 00 512

7NN 13SHRY 00 905

n Black or blue flexible polyurethane foam seat (thickness : 4cm), tilted 
  forward on semi stand up seats (ref 7NG 23)

n Flexible polyurethane resists to sharp tools, sparks, weak acids and 
  hydrocarbons

n Washable with common household products
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

1 MATERIAL

7 Polyurethane

2 FINISH

E ESD

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

A Stand up seat

G New PU range

4 MECHANISM

2 Semi stand up seat

3 Adjustable chair

4 Asynchronous chair

8 Stand up seat

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

5 Variant 3

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

X
Chromed non rotating 
gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

T Very high (chromed)

H High (chromed)

D  Intermediate (chromed)

B Low (chromed)

8 BASE

L Chromed long 

J Chromed short

F Horseshoe

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

E Antistatic pads

N Antistatic casters

O  No pads nor casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

12 COLOR

905 Black

7 E ? ? ? ? ? ? ? 0 ? 9 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

ANTISTATIC POLYURETHANE RANGE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm diameter 

n Chromed gas lift column with shock absorber

n 4 available heights, with height adjustment between 420 to 970mm. 130 
  and 240mm strokes 

n Black antistatic flexible polyurethane (4cm thickness), tilted forward on 
  semi stand up seat (ref 7EG 20)

n One-piece aluminium height-adjustable footrest with tightening knob on 
  peripheral support

 

7EG 40GHLE 01 905

7EG 35GDLE 00 905

7EG 40GBLN 00 905

7EG 20GHLE 00 905

n Adjustment by tilting seat and backrest by a single control lever (ref 7EG 
  40)

n Black antistatic flexible polyurethane, adjustable in height

n Flexible polyurethane resists to sharp tools, sparks, weak acids and 
  hydrocarbons

n Washable with common household products

n Special conductive polyurethane connects to the metal parts of the chair, 
  allowing electricity to be discharged through carbon casters or pads

EXCEPT KONCEPT RANGE
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1 MATERIAL

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

E ESD

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

N Normal/Standard

4 MECHANISM

2 Semi stand up seat

3 Adjustable chair

4 Asynchronous chair

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

5 Variant 3

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

7 HEIGHT

T Very high (chromed)

H High (chromed)

D  Intermediate (chromed)

B Low (chromed)

8 BASE

L Chromed long

J Chromed short

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

E Antistatic pads

N Antistatic casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

0 Without

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

1 Monobloc aluminium

12 COLOR

705 Dark grey

6 E N ? ? G ? ? ? 0 ? 7 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

ANTISTATIC FABRIC RANGE

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 
 

n Chromed 5 branch base, 590mm diameter 

n Chromed gas lift column with shock absorber

n 4 available heights, with height adjustment between 410 to 960mm. 130 
  and 240mm strokes

n Grey antistatic fabric, on high density foam, with protecting casing
 

 

6EN 40GHLE 01 705

6EN 35GHLE 01 705

6EN 35GBLN 00 705

6EN 20GHLE 01 705

n One-piece aluminium height-adjustable footrest with tightening knob on 
  peripheral support

n Adjustment by tilting seat and backrest by a single control lever (ref 6EN 
  40)

n Grey antistatic fabric articulated backrest, adjustable in height

n Special conductive fabric connects to the metal parts of the chair, allowing 
  electricity to be discharged through carbon casters or pads
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

1 MATERIAL

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

X Xtreme

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

E 24/24h

4 MECHANISM

5 Synchronous chair

5 VERSION

1 Variant 1

6 COLUMN

N  Black gas lift column

7 HEIGHT

A Very low (black)

8 BASE

B Aluminium

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

R Standard casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

5 Adjustable armrests on 
4 positions

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

12 COLOR

905 Black

6 X E 5 1 N A B R 5 0 9 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

24H/24 CHAIR

This high comfortable and ergonomical chair is created for an intensive use. It is 

equipped with an upholstered seat and backrest, with high density foam.

The seat and backrest tilt is adjustable by synchronous mechanism, lockable in 

multipositions with anti return safety system.

The backrest is reclinable to 130° and equipped with an adjustable lumbar sup-

port. The headrest is adjustable in height, adaptable to all morphologies.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Upholstered seat and backrest, in black X-Treme fabric, with high density 
  foam

n 900mm high backrest in black fabric, tiltable to 130°, with adjustable 
  lumbar support and headrest adjustable in height on 40mm

n Seat tilt forward to + or – 4°. Depth : 480mm

n Height adjustable seat by black gas lift column with shock absober, from 
  440 to 540mm

n Adjustable armrests on 4 positions : height, width, rotation and depth

n Black epoxy painted aluminium base fitted with casters
 
n Read user instructions under the seat, explaining all available functions of 
  the chair 

6XE 51NABR 50 905
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Ergonomical office fabric chair with black mesh backrest, equipped with a syn-

chronous mechanism to tilt the seat and backrest.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Chromed 5 branch base, 700mm diameter, with casters

n Chromed gas lift column with shock absorber

n Height adjustable seat between 430 to 510mm

n Black fabric seat with armrests adjustable in height

n Seat and backrest tilt adjustable by synchronous mechanism thanks to 
  one control lever

n Mesh fabric with headrest

6NB 50GEMR 20 905

1 MATERIAL

6 Fabric

2 FINISH

N Normal/Standard

3 TYPE	OF	SEATING

B Bridget

4 MECHANISM

5 Synchronous chair

5 VERSION

0 Normal/Standard

6 COLUMN

G
Chromed gas lift 
column

7 HEIGHT

E Very low (chromed)

8 BASE

M Specific chromed long

9 
GROUND	

CONNECTIONS

R Standard casters

10 SEATING	OPTIONS

2 Adjustable armrests in 
height

11 FOOTREST

0 Without

12 COLOR

905 Black

6 N B 5 0 G E M R 2 0 9 0 5

CREATE YOUR KANGO CHAIR :

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

OFFICE CHAIR
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

ERGONOMICAL ACCESSORIES

Polypropylene tool trays can be offered individually or with an adjustable aluminium ring. They can be adapted on most of our Kango seats, with 1 to 4 trays per seat. They are 

removable for an easy cleaning. Those accessories are very convenient to keep tools  within easy reach.

To complete our seat range, for any work done on the knees, Kango offers the « Kneeler », made of polyurethane foam, which will guarantee the best comfort in any situation. 

3 BAC REPL PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n Removable polypropylene trays

n Offered individually or with an aluminium ring adjustable in height (1, 2, 3 
  or 4 trays, without adjustment on this last case)

n Adaptable on stools, semi stand up seats and chairs, which are not 
  equipped with footring or equipped with an aluminium footring (used as 
  support in this case)

KNEELER PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :  

n Very light and easy to carry

n Polyurethane foam resisting to sharp tools, sparks, chemicals

n Easy to clean

n Receptacle to stock screws for example

3 BAC REPL KNEELER
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

WOODEN RELAX RANGE

Wooden relax chairs and armchairs for long stay.

Those products are designed to respect the patients’anatomy, ensure an excellent 

sitting position and eliminate painful pressure points.

Their massive beech frame, available with different finishings, suit to elder people 

and can be easily integrated in a warm environment.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :  

n Upholstered seat and backrest with Ginkgo vinyl, available in different 
  colours.

n Massive varnished beech frame, available in 5 finishings : natural beech, 
  wenge, mahogany, white, dark grey

n Armchair with fixed seat and backrest (ref FRX B 63-63) or synchronised 
  reclinable seat and backrest (ref FRXR B 63-63 RG)

n Stackable bridge chair F4P B 62-15 and chair C4P B 62-11

n Footrest PFN 2641 F with tilt adjustment

FRX B 63-63

PFN 2641 F

F4P B 62-15

C4P B 62-11
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

HYPNOS RANGE

Rest armchair for patients or their families providing a very good resting position 

and perfect comfort to its user. Hypnos range is available with different options 

adapted to all the needs as casters/glides, fixed or adjustable armrests,...

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : 

n One-piece ergonomical backrest with reinforced lumbar support, recli-
  nable thanks to level controls on each side of the seat for the patient

n Armrests are retractable and adjustable to transfer the patient on both 
  sides, rounded and ergonomical for a better prehension (ref HY RF2IO). 
  Fixed armrests on other references

n Removable seat to clean it perfectly without holding the armchair

n Available in different vinyl upholstery : Moving Cuzco, Diabolo Club, Gin-
  kgo and different colours

n Coated fabrics and seamless seat/backrest on possible contaminated 
  areas for a perfect sealing efficiency

n ABS glides on 4 fixed foot with retractable rear casters to move around 
  or shift the chair when empty. (ref HY RF1IO DMO GPGO and HY RF2IO 
  1DMO GPGO)

n Polyamide casters with single wheel caster, diameter 100mm with inde-
  pendent locking on rear casters (ref HY RF1IO 1DMO GP11) 

n Available fixed food trays or adjustable (ref HY RF2IO)

HY RF2IO 1DMO GPGO HY RF1IO 1DMO GP11
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	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

CONSULTATION RANGE

Examination table with gas lift adjustment, with its stepladder, and trolleys in compact or melamine.

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : STEPLADDER

n Grey epoxy frame

n 2 white melamine steps with white edges

n Product delivered assembled 

DR 2T-5MTEX GG-905

MP 2M-5M

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES :TROLLEYS

n 10mm compact shelf (ref DR 2G-5C and DR 2T-5C) or 22mm melamine 
  shelf with 2mm ABS edges

n Easy to clean and disinfect

n Side retention bars (ref DR 2G-5C)

n Dual-wheel casters, 2 of them are lockable

PRODUCT ADVANTAGES : EXAMINATION TABLE

n Black Ginkgo vinyl

n Grey epoxy frame

n Adjustment of the tilt by gas lift

n Metallic paper hold roller

n To assemble, delivered with tools

n Individual circled packaging with inner cut wedge

DR 2G-5C
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Citrouille Mirabelle Blanc Seigle Dune Granny Amande Morgon Tomette

Groseille Pivoine Tomate Bégonia Lilas Quetsche Turquoise Lavande Nuit

Myrtille Pierre Souris Anthracite Mastic Terre Taupe Café Chocolat

GINKGO

Aneth Anis Curry Canelle Paprika Prunelle Lavande Curaçao

MOVING	CUZCO	(Hypnos	range)

Mandarine Pollen Poirier Tilleul Maïs Potiron Oriflamme Roussillon Fushia

Pétunia Glycine Violette Cobalt Orage Égée Turquoise Azur Albâtre

Galet Éléphant Écorce Anthracite Marron

DIABOLO	CLUB

	 								INTELLIGENTSEATING

COLOUR CHARTS
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Black Dark blue Dark grey

FABRICS

Blue « roy » Black

POLYURETHANE
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Natural 
beech

Wenge Mahogany White Dark grey

WOODEN		(Wooden	frame	for	wooden	relax	range)



n Human beings are the focus of our thoughts :

         OUR TEAM :

	

	 n	7 permanent employees

 n	Our latest recruit, hired in December, is 22 years old, and replaces a member of staff who retired

 n	3 women and 4 men

 n	Ages ranging from 22 to 48 years

 n	Some of our employees use the train and bicycle to go to work.

 n	Every employee’s working hours are arranged based on their family and sporting commitments.

 n	Interns employed only for short-term, specific tasks
  (Example : latest commercial initiative, in Russian, with three Russian-language Master LEACA students at the University of Bur-
  gundy. Undertaking to provide a central unit to the academic institution in exchange for this work).

	 n	Our doors are open to students in order to enable them to discover the business world. 

	 n	Use of porcelain cups for daily tea and coffee in order to eliminate disposable cups.

	 n	Participation to a charitable initiative to sustain the fight against child abuse.

	 n	Importance of workplace ergonomics. Creation of adjustable packaging lines, of specific trolleys to meet the different as-
      sembly and logistics requirements, purchase of a conveyor belt, replacement of wired screwdrivers with lighter battery-
      powered units, use of ergonomic seating for all of our employees.

	 n	Provision of an area to store and heat meals, as well as to eat on site.

	 n	Lights are switched off at noon every day. 
 
 n	Encouragement not to print unnecessary e-mails.

	 n	Participation in workplace first-aid rescue training, and soon in fire protection (how to use a fire extinguisher).

	 n	Updated CACES licences. 

	 n	Compulsory wearing of PPE, and reviewed as necessary to ensure daily comfort and safety.

BIENS AND OUR CORPORATE 
SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 
AGREEMENT
We believe that small actions are not sufficient to protect 
our environment, but that we must be conscious that we can 
have a beneficial or harmful impact on our environment, our 
natural surroundings, on our children... 
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	 n	Travel and paper correspondence minimised in favour of new technologies (web, emails, Skype...).

         OUR CHALLENGE: Reduce musculoskeletal disorders at work and enable everyone to work in good health.

	 n	This provided the inspiration for our latest range of Koncept ergonomic seating. 
      The result is a system which auto-adapts to user’s movements and morphology.

n Specific action for the environment in all of our processes :

         GENERAL SERVICES:

 n	Selection of a thinner paper in order to reduce our impact on woodland destruction. 

 n	Letterhead printing by selecting printers who apply FSC principles and criteria; they comply with the following management 
      rules so that our woodlands are able to meet the social, economic, ecological, cultural and spiritual needs of current and 
      future generations. 

 n	Recycling of advertising fax materials, unsubscribing when of no interest, and paper recycling for use as note paper. 

 n	Renovation of part of our roofing to integrate insulation materials enabling a reduction in our energy consumption. 

 n	Installation of our assembly line in a closed, well-lit and heated workshop. Lower energy wastage and better quality of 
      work. 

 n	Sub-leasing of unused premises in order to optimise our space. 

 n	Installation of calorie counters on our heating networks (measurement taken monthly).

         NEW PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT:

 n	Marked interest in new technologies (3D printing) and search for applications within our industry.

 n	Creation of «Design wooden Koncept» ergonomic seat

  • Selection of wood for its environmentally friendly character
  • Use of existing components and optimisation of our know-how 
  • Mechanical adjustments in order to avoid using hydraulic adjustment

 n	Creation of fabric Koncept seat (mastery of upholstery skills and showcase for French manufacturing).

 n	During the design of this new range, use of existing components and proven technologies whenever possible. 

 n	Work process rationalisation: assembly, packaging and shipment process in harmony with other products. 

 n	Use of similar packaging to other product ranges. 

 n	Ensured contribution from regional stakeholders (designer, engineering companies, component suppliers).
 
        PURCHASING / PRODUCTION / LOGISTICS / WAREHOUSING:

 n	Priority search for local supply and sub-contracting partners: 
 

  n	11,6 % in Burgundy.
  n	20,2 % in France.
  n	68,2 % in Europe.

 n	Globalised transportation purchasing in order to reduce vehicle flows and optimise load rates. 

 n	Recycling of all supplier bull packs. 

 n	Sorting of waste (plastic wrap, cartons, paper, etc.).
 
 n	Véolia (located in our industrial area) collects three containers every 15 days.

 n	Packaging optimised with Euro pallets (80 x 120) thus enabling us to save space on transport vehicles.

 n	In-house carton design with integrated compartments (customer safety, time saving  for our production teams, and reduction in 
       final cost).
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      All of our packaging is made from recycled and recyclable cardboard.
      Local production (Beaune) to avoid high transport costs.

 n	Use of hot melt glue rather than PVC adhesive to seal cartons. 

 n	Kango chairs are manufactured in France in compliance with European standards:
      
      n Technical standards: 

   • NF EN 1335-1 - Dimensioning
  • NF EN 1335-2 - Safety requirements
  • NF EN 1335-3 - Safety tests

      n Fire standards:

  • Components may be tested according to several methods: 
  • Using an electric burner as per NF P92-503 u Class M (M1 . M4)
  • Using a cigarette as per NF EN 1021-1 u Pass or fail
  • Using a flame equivalent to a match as per NF EN 1021-2 u Pass or fail

      Or as per D2-2000 recommendation which requires cigarette and match tests u Classification of materials 
      CFb (heat barrier), CFz, C or Ec.

 n	Reduced weights in our new range of Koncept chairs (reduced transport costs).

         SALES AND MARKETING:

 n	Possibility of seat loans free of charge with very attractive discounts for seat purchases in order to avoid return costs and 
      unnecessary transportation. 
      In 2013, we lent 197 seats, of which 108 were kept by customers.

 n	As part of our export process, we work to optimise transport costs for our customers.
      We are therefore in a position to make use of initial despatch by barge or rail. We also make use of the rail/road terminal at  
      Gevrey. 

 n	As part of this initiative, we hold discussions with our (major account) customers to deliver directly their customers limiting  
      unnecessary intermediate transportation.
      We also offer to warehouse finished products in our premises to customers who are interested in this option. 

 n	Optimised our commercial trips in order to reduce petrol costs and CO2 emissions.

 n	“Paperless” communication. 
  • Discontinued catalogue printing in favour of our website.
       • Generation of materials in PDF format (catalogues, leaflets, price lists, etc.).
       • Sales lead by telephone and e-mail. 

 n	Development of a new multilingual Green IT concept web interface. 
     
 		Users can in this way design and edit their own marketing support.

        INFORMATION SYSTEM:

 n	Each of our employees must sign an IT charter providing a reminder of proper equipment and software use, including for 
      example a reminder to switch off all central units and screens every evening.

 We are fully aware that our design and production activities necessarily involve an impact on our environment. 
 This is the reason why we have committed ourselves to take concrete measures to ensure that we are compliant with the law.

 There is a lot of talks and sometimes relatively little actions on this -- very topical -- subject, so we would like to end with this  
 proverb : 
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« What beautiful harmony when deed and 
speech go forth hand in hand » 

         
                                   Montaigne



5 Rue Colbert
21600 LONGVIC (France)
Tél. : +33(0)3 806 806 40
Fax : +33(0)3 806 806 41
www.kango-pro.com 
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